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Ball Multicoin Bitwise 
Metaverse Index Fund

Why Crypto and Blockchain Are 
Crucial to the Metaverse

Crypto assets and blockchains are uniquely 
positioned to fulfill three critical properties of the 
Metaverse: shared states, interoperability between 
platforms, and user behavior. They are essential to 
the functioning of an open and robust Metaverse.

Shared States

Persistent and synchronous shared 
virtual environments will require 
infrastructure built upon open 
standards. This requirement is best 
met by trustless, permissionless, 
and censorship-resistant blockchain 
networks.

Interoperability

The transferability of identity, 
ownership, communication, and 
payment between platforms are key 
functions if value accrued in a given 
environment is to be transported to 
any other. This transferability is critical 
for a global, interoperable Metaverse 
economy to thrive. The composability 
of blockchain protocols and crypto 
assets provide the fundamental 
underpinning for these links.

User Behavior

User behaviors evolve over time. Crypto 
networks are built on decentralized 
incentive structures that encourage 
users to perform different sets of 
actions. As a result, they offer a 
powerful tool for bottom-up community 
formation and coordination, as well as 
new business models for distribution 
and monetization.

We are in the early stages of a technological transformation that we believe 
will change the ways we experience the world and transform the global 
economy: The emergence of the Metaverse.

The term is on the front pages of leading newspapers and on the lips of 
some of the smartest investors in the world. Some of the largest companies 
in the world are even reorienting their businesses around it.

There is growing conviction that crypto assets and blockchain technologies 
will be essential to the success and scale of the Metaverse, and are one of 
the primary ways for investors to access the theme.

What is the Metaverse?

Today, the digital economy represents 15% of the $100+ trillion world 
economy and powers much of the remainder.1 This share has grown 
consistently over the past seventy years, powered by waves of technological 
advancement: mainframe computing, personal computers, fixed-line 
internet, mobile, and cloud computing.

As our physical and digital lives become ever more intertwined there is 
growing consensus that the next wave of growth will be represented by the 
“Metaverse,” an evolution of the internet where countless immersive virtual 
worlds will interoperate with one another, as well as the physical world, in a 
seamless experience.

In the Metaverse, participants will experience events synchronously in 
settings that are not limited by physical boundaries. Whether it’s meeting 
up for a live concert with friends who live across the world or bringing to 
life ancient civilizations as part of a school curriculum, the Metaverse will 
augment our physical reality while enabling immersive virtual realities and 
creating entire new economies, as we further blur the line between the 
physical and digital worlds.

The implications are massive. The Metaverse will require the creation 
of new technologies spanning every industry, as well as novel goods 
and services. From the transformation of long-standing industries to the 
formation of totally new markets, we believe that the Metaverse will propel 
the next wave of growth in the global economy and may create significant 
opportunities for long-term-oriented investors.

(1) Source: World Economic Forum, “Digital Trust: How to Unleash the Trillion-Dollar 
Opportunity for Our Global Economy,” August 17, 2022.
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Metaverse-Related Crypto  
Assets Are an Investable Category

While the Metaverse will take years to unfold, there are important crypto 
assets today that are already contributing to its development and stand 
to benefit from its growth and adoption in major ways. These assets are 
experiencing unprecedented growth as they disrupt existing markets, find 
new use cases, and continue to innovate towards building out the Metaverse 
future. The four principal categories of Metaverse-related crypto assets are:

Asset Ledgers and Interoperability Solutions

These are the native assets of blockchains that enable smart 
contracts. They are the platforms on which any decentralized 
application ultimately “lives.”

Infrastructure and Tools

These are the native assets of decentralized systems and 
networks that address specific application needs, including 
computing, storage, data indexing, and identity management.

Virtual Platforms and Communities

These are the native assets of immersive spaces in which 
users can navigate, interact, create, and engage in economic 
activities, as well as community-owned IP which operates 
across these spaces.

Decentralized Finance and Marketplaces

These are the native assets and specifically the governance 
tokens of protocols and platforms that facilitate core financial 
activity in a decentralized manner.

The Metaverse Global
Market Opportunity

The impact of bridging the gap between physical 
and virtual worlds is predicted to result in one of 
the most significant societal shifts of the century, 
comparable in magnitude to the commercialization 
of the internet in the 1990s.2 According to 
Bloomberg Intelligence, Citi and Metaverse 
researchers, the global Metaverse market 
opportunity could grow from $500 billion today to 
an estimated $13 trillion opportunity by 2030.

(2) Source: Matthew Ball, “Framework for the Metaverse.” 
Available at matthewball.vc.

The Metaverse Represents a Potentially
Immense Addressable Market
Projected market size of the Metaverse between 
2020 and 2030.

$500
Billion
(2020)

$13
Trillion
(2030)

Source: Bitwise Asset Management with data from 
Bloomberg Intelligence and Roundhill Investments.
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Source: CoinMarketCap

(3) The Ball Multicoin Bitwise Metaverse Index is rebalanced quarterly in February, May, August, and November. As of February 28, 2023 the Index contained 24 total constituents. 
For a full list of current constituents, please visit https://bitwiseinvestments.com/crypto-funds/ball-multicoin-bitwise-metaverse-index-fund.

Expert Index Design Captures Relevant Metaverse-Related Crypto Assets

The Ball Multicoin Bitwise Metaverse Index was developed by three established names in crypto: Matthew Ball, Multicoin Capital, and Bitwise Asset 
Management. The index was designed to identify and track the most important crypto assets linked to the emergence and long-term growth of the 
Metaverse. Assets are screened against criteria such as thematic relevance, developer activity, applications launched, adoption by users, and more, and 
ranked based on a proprietary, tiered market capitalization methodology.

Select Index Constituents by Metaverse Sector3

As of February 28, 2023

METAVERSE SECTOR NAME SYMBOL MARKET CAP ROLE IN THE METAVERSE

Asset Ledgers and 
Interoperability 
Solutions

Ethereum ETH $196,519,595,896
The largest blockchain computing platform enabling 
Metaverse applications.

Avalanche AVAX $5,547,291,971
An emerging blockchain that prioritizes fast transaction 
processing, enabling Metaverse applications.

Polygon MATIC $10,439,600,872 A leading scaling solution for Ethereum-based applications.

Infrastructure and 
Tools

Filecoin FIL $2,551,723,727 A decentralized storage solution for the Metaverse.

Graph 
Protocol

GRT $1,348,168,108 A decentralized data indexing solution for the Metaverse.

Render RNDR $369,516,206 A decentralized video rendering solution for the Metaverse.

Virtual Platforms 
and Communities

ApeCoin APE $1,844,214,374
An NFT governance token that allows community 
engagement through exclusive merchandise drops, in-
person events, and more.

Decentraland MANA $1,162,187,521
A decentralized virtual world where users can purchase 
parcels of land on which to build environments.

The Sandbox SAND $1,025,440,137
A decentralized virtual world where users can play, build, 
own, and monetize experiences.

Decentralized 
Finance and 
Marketplaces

Maker MKR $773,723,213
A decentralized stablecoin protocol used in Metaverse 
applications.

Uniswap UNI $4,946,323,133
One of the largest decentralized crypto asset exchanges 
enabling trading of Metaverse tokens.

Aave AAVE $1,092,995,087
A decentralized lending protocol allowing users to lend, 
borrow, and earn interest on Metaverse tokens.
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About Matthew Ball

Matthew Ball is the CEO of Epyllion, a Metaverse-focused holding company. Epyllion operates an early stage venture fund, venture advisory business, 
corporate advisory business, and TV/film/game production company. Ball is also a Venture Partner at Makers Fund, an Advisor to KKR, sits on the board 
of numerous start-ups, is Co-Founder of Ball Metaverse Research Partners—the index provider behind the first and largest Metaverse-themed public 
equities ETF in the world—and is Co-Founder of Epyllion Crypto Research, which co-manages the Ball Multicoin Bitwise Metaverse Index. Ball’s essays 
on the Metaverse have been touted by the CEOs of Meta, Unity, Microsoft Gaming, Epic Games, Sony, Netflix, and more, as well as outlets including The 
Financial Times, The New York Times, BBC, The Economist, and The New Yorker.

About Multicoin Capital

Multicoin Capital is a thesis-driven investment firm that invests in crypto assets, tokens, and blockchain companies. Crypto networks and companies 
are projected to create trillions of dollars of value over the next decade. But investing in tokens is fundamentally different than investing in companies. 
New tools, heuristics, and security measures are needed to responsibly invest in this ecosystem. We leverage our deep understanding of blockchain 
technology and crypto markets to deliver exceptional returns. For more information, visit: https://multicoin.capital.

About Bitwise

Based in San Francisco, Bitwise is one of the largest and fastest-growing crypto asset managers, offering both index and active strategies across a 
wide array of investment vehicles. The firm is known for creating the world’s largest crypto index fund (OTCQX: BITW), a suite of crypto-focused equity 
and futures ETFs, and investment products that span Bitcoin, Ethereum, DeFi, NFTs, and the Metaverse. Bitwise focuses on partnering with financial 
advisors and investment professionals to provide quality education and research. The team at Bitwise combines expertise in technology with decades 
of experience in traditional asset management and indexing, coming from firms including BlackRock, Blackstone, Meta, and Google, as well as the U.S. 
Attorney’s Office. Bitwise is backed by leading institutional investors and asset management executives, and has been profiled in Institutional Investor, 
CNBC, Barron’s, Bloomberg, and The Wall Street Journal.

Risks and Important Information

Bitwise Asset Management, Inc. and its affiliates (collectively, “Bitwise”) are providing this information for informational purposes only in relation to a potential opportunity to 
subscribe for shares (“Shares”) in the Ball Multicoin Bitwise Metaverse Index Fund (the “Fund”). This is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy Shares in any 
Fund. Any offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy Shares will be made solely through the Fund’s definitive offering documents, identified as such, in respect of the Fund in 
compliance with the terms of all applicable securities and other laws. Such definitive offering documents, if any, will describe risks related to an investment in the Fund (including 
loss of the entire investment) and will qualify in their entirety the information set forth herein. The Shares will be offered and sold under the exemption provided by Section 4(a)(2) of 
the Securities Act of 1933 and Rule 506 of Regulation D promulgated thereunder and other exemptions of similar import in the laws of the states and jurisdictions where the offering 
will be made. The offer and sale of Shares have not been registered with or approved or disapproved by the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) or the securities 
commission or regulatory authority of any state or foreign jurisdiction, nor is such registration contemplated. 

Carefully consider the investment objectives, risk factors and charges and expenses of any Bitwise investment product before investing. Investing involves risk, including the 
possible loss of principal. There is no guarantee or assurance that the methodology used by Bitwise or any of the Bitwise investment products will result in any Bitwise investment 
product achieving positive investment returns or outperforming other investment products. There is no guarantee or assurance that an investor’s investment objectives will be met 
through an investment into any Bitwise investment product, and an investor may lose all or a portion of the investment. Investors into any Bitwise investment product should be 
willing to accept a high degree of volatility in the price of the investment product and the possibility of significant losses. An investment in any Bitwise investment product involves 
a substantial degree of risk. Certain products may be limited to investment by accredited investors or qualified purchasers only. 

For certain Bitwise investment products, Bitwise is the index provider. There is no guarantee or assurance that the methodology used to create the index will result in funds that 
track that index achieving positive investment returns or outperforming other investment products. Indices are unmanaged and do not include the effect of fees. One cannot invest 
directly in an index. 

Diversification may not protect against market risk. Diversification does not ensure a profit or protect against a loss in a declining market. 

Certain of the Bitwise investment products may be subject to the risks associated with investing in crypto assets, including cryptocurrencies and crypto tokens. Because crypto 
assets are a new technological innovation with a limited history, they are a highly speculative asset. Future regulatory actions or policies may limit the ability to sell, exchange or 
use a crypto asset. The price of a crypto asset may be impacted by the transactions of a small number of holders of such crypto asset. Crypto assets may decline in popularity, 
acceptance or use, which may impact their price. 

As is the case for its other products, Bitwise may attempt to have shares of this investment product quoted on a secondary market. However there is no guarantee this will be 
successful. Although the shares of certain Bitwise investment products have been approved for trading on a secondary market, investors in this investment product should not 
assume that the shares will ever obtain such an approval due to a variety of factors, including questions that regulators such as the SEC, FINRA or other regulatory bodies may have 
regarding the investment product. Shareholders of this investment product should be prepared to bear the risk of investment in the shares indefinitely. 

The information in this Fact Sheet is for discussion purposes only and no representations or warranties are given or implied. The information contained in this Fact Sheet is subject 
to further discussion, completion, and amendment. All of the information presented herein is subject to change without notice. For example, the Fund may select new service 
providers such as custodians and administrators. This Fact Sheet may be updated to provide additional information on the Fund and its methodology. Any use of this Fact Sheet is 
on an “as is” and “as available” basis and is at the user’s sole risk. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

In general, Metaverse protocols do not operate on a native blockchain, but rather are built and operated on other public blockchain networks. As a result, a Metaverse 
protocol does not control the blockchain network on which it operates. Any adverse impacts or changes on the underlying blockchain network could have a negative effect 
on the operation of the Metaverse protocol and, as a result, could impact the price of the Metaverse protocol’s digital asset. Such adverse impacts can include, but are not 
limited to, technical bugs, hacks, 51% attacks or network congestion due to, among other issues, high fees. 

The Metaverse is a new phenomenon, and interest in, and development of, the Metaverse could wane. If the demand for the Metaverse diminishes, the prices of such 
Metaverse protocols could be negatively affected. Temporary popularity of some Metaverse crypto assets may result in short-term value increases that prove unsustainable 
as tastes shift. See private placement memorandum for full list of risks.

Bitwise Investment Advisers, LLC, serves as the sponsor of the Fund and is not affiliated with Matthew Ball, Epyllion, or Multicoin Capital.


